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Getting Started
Once you install the app and activate your subscription, you’ll need to 

download current databases. This allows you to access everything offline.

Select the regions you’ll be working in. VFR sectionals are all you should 

need. EFB app data can consume a lot of device storage so just download 

what you need. For an example, the Northeast VFR data is 2.9GB.

Don’t forget to stay current with scheduled database and chart updates.

WingX is an Electronic Flight Bag (EFB app) for iOS and Android devices. EFBs are used by pilots for 

flight planning, navigation, and quick access to aviation charts. Even if you’re not a pilot, adding an EFB 

to your training and mission kit can provide many advantages. 

Mission planning

Situational awareness

Weather

Waypoints

Com/Nav info

Position/distance info

In-flight timers

CAP grids

Search patterns

The standard Civil Air Patrol EFB is ForeFlight as it’s provided for free to current CAP pilots. WingX provides everything 

you need in an EFB, and it’s also free to all CAP members. While the WingX VFR license is only $0.99, Hilton Software 

offers all current members a free subscription to all product features and databases.

Get the app: hiltonsoftware2.com/wingx

Submit for free license: gocivilairpatrol.com/join/member-benefits/aviation-products/wingx

WingX starter guide for Mission Scanners, Mission Observers, Aerial Photographers,
and even Ground Teams coordinating with aircrews.

Created using IOS version of WingX 9.2.1, also available for Android. Download the app to get started.

https://hiltonsoftware2.com/wingx
http://gocivilairpatrol.com/join/member-benefits/aviation-products/wingx
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Settings - Coordinate Format
When working with GPS coordinates it’s important to understand the 

different formats available. Most GPS tools support different formats 

but it’s easiest when you can stick with a single standard.

Degree decimal minutes seems to be a common practice, but it’s 

more important that everyone uses the same format whatever it is.

Settings - SAR Features
WingX, like most EFBs support search and rescue features 

including CAP grids. Spending a weekend day mindfully 

adding your own grid to a sectional chart can be fun. The 

other option is just enable Search and Rescue features in 

settings and you’ll be able to toggle grids.

Grid info is also displayed in the position info block as you 

move around the screen.

Get Your Fix
Whether it’s situation awareness, logging, or notifying others, 

getting your current position quickly is important. WingX makes this 

really easy. 

The lower left corner always shows your current position. You can 

toggle through the level of detail by tapping on the gray box.

This example shows the greatest detail including your relative 

position to the closest airport, GPS coordinates in the format you 

configured, and CAP grid you are in.
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Where Is That
Your current position is usually located near the center of the screen. 

As you drag the chart around a position box appears just above 

center screen. 

This will display your relative distance to the crosshairs in distance, 

estimated time, and elevation difference. It also displays the 

coordinates and CAP grid for the position of the crosshairs.

Save a Position
Saving a position for future reference can be helpful for in-flight 

operations as well as debriefing.

Press and hold over your location, select Create waypoint.

Enter an ID and optional name. Since your finger press may not be 

precise press the Use GPS Location symbol to get a more accurate 

location based on your current position.

Locate a Position
If you are provided coordinates and need to locate a 

position you first need to create a waypoint. Instead of 

using current GPS location above you can simply enter 

the coordinates. WingX accepts multiple coordinate 

formats. It’s always best to confirm the format that your 

source is using since degrees decimal minutes if often 

confused with degree minutes seconds.

Once you save the waypoint it might not be easy to find 

on the chart.

Use the search option in lower left of the screen and 

select WP for your list of waypoints. Click a waypoint to 

jump to that location.
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Quick Airport Info
To get access to airport frequencies and weather simply drag 

the chart until the crosshairs are over the airport.

Distance Measurement
For planning purposes you might need to get 

a quick measurement and bearing between 

two remote points.

Drag the chart to position crosshairs over 

starting point.

Click the crosshairs then drag the chart to the 

the end point. The crosshairs will display 

distances and bearing from the first location.

What Does That Mean
Whether you’re a seasoned pilot or looking at 

your first sectional there will eventually be a 

symbol you don’t know.

From the upper right menu, select Aeronatical 

Information to access a collection of useful 

documents such as chart legends, VFR 

minimums, common frequencies, and 

intercept procedures.
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Flight Information
Another important feature to enable from the menu is Show 

Info and Timers. In addition to displaying Zulu time and AGL 

altitude information you can click on the three timer fields on 

the right to track flight, fuel, or approach times.

Utilities
You’ll spend most of your time in the moving map 

interface. Returning to the home screen you’ll find a couple 

of other useful tools.

Utilites contains most of the flight calculators you might 

need for planning and go/no-go decisions.

Documents
Document storage is another helpful feature you can access 

from the home screen.

By default, most of the common FAA training and standards 

documents are available.

You can also upload your own, such as the CAP Inflight Guide.

Depending on your device, one option is to open a PDF from 

your browser and use the share option to send the file to 

WingX. 
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Feedback, corrections, recommendations - john.roberts@mawg.cap.gov

hanscom.cap.gov

Search and Rescue
When you’re learning about search patterns it 

can be helpful to experiment and visualize the 

different patterns. Whether it’s for learning or 

plotting a flight you can setup patterns from the 

Search and Rescue menu.

Experiment with different starting points and 

patterns.

If you don’t see Search and Rescue in the upper 

right menu, you’ll need to enable it in settings.

So Much More
This document was intented to get first-time EFB users comfortable with the basics and most 

common tasks you performing as or coordinating with an aircrew.

Click around or read the WingX manual to get even more value from this powerful app.

Volunteers serving America's communities, saving lives, and shaping futures.
www.gocivilairpatrol.com
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